
Reorder all the adjectives from the strongest to least you agree with them applying to your branding:
When there are adjectives with the same number, put them in their order of importance. In the example, it shows that 
being overall light is more important than cool colours, which is more important than being plain.

Professional: 10   very important

Overall Light: 9  nice and bright

Cool colours: 9  blues and greens

Plain/Minimal: 9  clean, clear

Corporate: 8  

Sophisticated: 8

Geometric shapes: 8 thin lines

Friendly: 8

Elegant: 7

Feminine: 7  nothing pink/girly

Colourful: 6  mostly cool tones

Masculine: 5  don’t alienate

Warm colours: 5 hints of warmth

Organic shapes: 5 

Playful: 5

Bold: 4

Quirky: 3

Frilly: 2   

Light/Dark Contrast: 2

Overall Dark: 1

Busy: 1

Young: 0 

Juvenile: 0

ADJECTIVE ORDER: NOTES: Example: Notes:

SUMMARY QUESTIONS:

What did you learn about how you see your visual branding based on these adjectives? 

Did you find some of your answers were conflicting? 

Did anything surprise you once it was on the scale once you put them in order? 

Do these answers match your ideal client’s preferences?

Do these answers match your current branding and website?

For the following adjectives, mark a number from 1 (strongly disagree) to 10 (strongly agree) to describe your 
company’s current visual branding. Then do it a second time, and fill it out with how you want your branding 
to look, and keep your ideal client in mind.

Compare each scenario so you’re in a better position to move forward towards your goals.

NEXT: 

Go to the next page to reorder all the adjectives with the strongest first for a different viewpoint, and answer the 
summary questions for even more insight.

HAVING TROUBLE? 

If you’re struggling with this exercise, you’re not sure who your ideal client is, or you’ve decided you need to make some 
changes to your current branding, shoot us an email and we’d be glad to chat about how we can help!

Corporate:

Feminine:

Masculine:

Colourful:

Frilly:

Plain/Minimal:

Playful:

Quirky:

Bold:

Light/Dark Contrast:

Overall Light:

Overall Dark:

Busy:

Professional:

Warm colours:

Cool colours:

Friendly:

Geometric shapes:
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Sophisticated:

Young:

Juvenile:

NOTES:ADJECTIVES:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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http://www.kbarlowdesign.com/contact


For the following adjectives, mark a number from 1 (strongly disagree) to 10 (strongly agree) to describe your 
company’s visual branding. Keep your ideal client in mind during this exercise!

If you already know your current visual branding doesn’t match your ideal - fill this out twice, once for each scenario and 
compare them so you’re in a better position to move forward towards your goals.

NEXT: 

Go to the next page to reorder all the adjectives with the strongest first for a different viewpoint, and then answer the 
summary questions for even more insight.

HAVING TROUBLE? 

If you’re struggling with this exercise, you’re not sure who your ideal client is, or you’ve decided you need to make some 
changes to your current branding, shoot us an email and we’d be glad to chat about how we can help!

Corporate:

Feminine:

Masculine:

Colourful:

Frilly:

Plain/Minimal:

Playful:

Quirky:

Bold:

Light/Dark Contrast:

Overall Light:

Overall Dark:

Busy:

Professional:

Warm colours:

Cool colours:

Friendly:

Geometric shapes:

Organic shapes:

Elegant:

Sophisticated:

Young:

Juvenile:

NOTES:ADJECTIVES:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Reorder all the adjectives from the previous page, from the strongest to the least you agree with them.
When there are adjectives with the same number, put them in their order of importance. In the example, it shows that 
being overall light is more important than cool colours, which is more important than being plain.

Professional: 10   very important

Overall Light: 9  nice and bright

Cool colours: 9  blues and greens

Plain/Minimal: 9  clean, clear

Corporate: 8  

Sophisticated: 8

Geometric shapes: 8 thin lines

Friendly: 8

Elegant: 7

Feminine: 7  nothing pink/girly

Colourful: 6  mostly cool tones

Masculine: 5  don’t alienate

Warm colours: 5 hints of warmth

Organic shapes: 5 

Playful: 5

Bold: 4

Quirky: 3

Frilly: 2   

Light/Dark Contrast: 2

Overall Dark: 1

Busy: 1

Young: 0   not applicable

Juvenile: 0  not applicable

ADJECTIVE ORDER: NOTES: Example: Notes:

SUMMARY QUESTIONS:

What did you learn about how you see your visual branding based on these adjectives? 

Did you find some of your answers were conflicting? 

Did anything surprise you once it was on the scale once you put them in order? 

Do these answers match your ideal client’s preferences?

Do these answers match your current branding and website?
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